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The Voice of Kali
By Ekta Bajaj

The Voice of Kali by Ekta Bajaj
The Voice of Kali is an empowering book for women of all ages and 
cultures. Kali is the goddess of empowerment and transformation. 
She symbolises both spiritual and psychological liberation and is an 
archetype of awakening. The book takes the reader on a step-by-step 
internal journey leading to inner transformation and realisation that 
the power to manifest, create and nurture is all seeded within you. 

The author says:
It’s a book that I hope every mother reads to her young daughter 
before she embarks on the journey to womanhood, so she is aware of 
the dormant innate power she holds. It’s also a book that I wish that 
every daughter gifts her mother so she may honour her energy and 
purpose in life. It is also my wishful desire that a man gifts this book 
to the woman in his life so she may embrace her power and expand 
her aura for the world to see. But beyond all my wishes, I truly hope 
and pray that it is a book that women give to themselves, so they may 
learn to tap into their immense beautiful aura of Kali.

About the author
Ekta Bajaj is a spiritual enthusiast blessed with the grace to travel 
dimensions through dreams. Guided by her spiritual guru, Swami 
Vivekananda, who lived a century ago, Ekta tapped into the trans-
formative energy of Vedanta and wrote the empowering messages as 
they were received in her visions. A natural healer, Ekta has been a 
broadcaster of a positive living show and has co-authored wellbeing 
books for children. She is also the co-founder of the award-winning 
publishing company, Author In Me.

“Absolutely mind blowing”   
(Source : aimstorylab.com)
The words are one thing but the artwork is absolutely mind blow-
ing. The passion through the strokes of colour just adds to the soul of 
everything the book is. Not only do you feel the words but you feel the 
art too. Ah amazing Ekta, an uplift I needed and so glad I purchased. 

“An empowering book of feminine energy” 
(Source : Waterstones)
You can go back to this book for spiritual guidance, strength in 
the turbulent times and go on a journey powered by feminine fire 
along with the author to ignite your own deeper wisdom. Author 
speaks from her own spiritual experiences and compliments them 
with illustrations that come from a creative soul.
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